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NEW QUESTION: 1
Where is the Enterprise Vault system mailbox created?
A. on active members of a Database Availability Group only
B. on the Global Catalog server in the domain
C. on the first Exchange server in the domain
D. on each target Exchange server in the domain
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two services are used to transport Layer 2 frames across
a packet-switched network? (Choose two.)
A. L2TPv3
B. Frame Relay
C. ATM
D. AToM
Answer: A,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is a valid way to deploy an Aruba Mobility Master (MM)?
A. as a role on a Mobility Controller 7030 that is deployed as
a standalone controller
B. as a role on a Mobility Controller 7240 that is deployed as
a master controller
C. as a virtual appliance on a server that meets the
recommended hardware requirements
D. as a subscription-based service through the Aruba cloud
Answer: C
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